All-optical controlled switching in centrally coupled circular array of nonlinear optical fibers.
We show that, in a nonlinear centrally coupled circular array of evanescently coupled fibers, the coupling dynamics of a weak signal beam can be efficiently influenced by a high-power control beam that induces nonlinear defects. When the intense control beam is launched into the central core and one core in the periphery, then localized solitons are formed and cause the fibers with induced defects (defected fibers) to decouple from the other array elements. In the presence of a high-intensity control beam, the propagation of weak signal is restricted to the defected optical fibers. The weak signal periodically couples between the induced defects. This oscillatory behavior depends on the sign of the (Kerr-type) nonlinearity and the initial phase difference between the control fields injected to the central and one of the peripheral fibers. This all-optical network has the advantage of routing and switching the weak signal field in a controlled way by adjusting the parameters of intense control field.